
This is a Georgian house full of character, set in a delightful Lincolnshire town on the edge of the Wolds. 
It has versatile accommodation and a really beautiful garden.
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Hope House is one of those rare finds: a family home 
that combines cottage-like charm with spacious rooms. 

Dating from about 1780, the house has a well-documented 
history from the late Georgian period (including time as a 
‘Dame School’), and an extension that was added later in the 
nineteenth century. With plenty of rooms and flexible spaces, 
this is a unique property which has that immediate ‘warm 
welcome’ feel as soon as you enter.

“I’ve loved living in Hope House, but now the children have grown up it’s time to move 
on. Caistor has been a wonderful place to bring up a family.   As a professional garden 
designer, I have put a lot of myself into the garden, and an important aspect has been 
its practicality. It’s been a bit of a show case for my business, and it’s easy to keep it 
looking good. But for anyone lacking the time or inclination to garden, it would be a 
straightforward job to simplify the planting without losing any of the charm.”
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Set just off the broad street of Horsemarket, the three-
storey house is detached with the Victorian extension 

part attached to one neighbouring property.  The south-facing 
front and immaculate front garden face away from the street - 
the tone is set for an unusual house: a real country home with 
the benefits of town living. 

Hope House has benefitted from considerable investment 
from the current owner, including new plumbing and 
windows, ten and eight years ago respectively. The windows 
throughout are Yorkshire Sash, sometimes called Yorkshire 
Sliders: modern sideways sliding windows with a seamless 
fit. The layout of the house lends itself well to family life, 
but in the past it has also been used successfully for Bed & 
Breakfast. With only modest changes it could also be used 
for Airbnb or to run a small business. There is parking at the 
rear of the property, sufficient for two or three cars.

WELCOME



The layout of Hope House is unconventional, with a 
Victorian extension added onto the long axis of the 

house, so the property has considerable length and a garden to 
match. In front of the Georgian house is a part-walled formal 
garden, with lawn and box hedging surrounded by shrubs and 
small trees. To the right, a gateway leads through to a paved 
courtyard which has its own additional paved pathway to 
the lane in front. Beyond the house lies the rest of the ‘secret’ 
garden, quietly hidden from view. 

Stop outside a moment. Take in the warm brickwork and 
large windows. This is a welcoming home, with plenty of 
natural light, which is emphasised by the elegantly glazed 
front porch. Go in, to the lounge - a long bright room 
running the entire length of the original house - with large 
windows and a working open fireplace, elegantly framed by 
period surround and mantlepiece. Stairs at one end lead up 
to the first floor, while glazed double doors take us through 
to the kitchen and dining room.

INTIMATE AND FRIENDLY, 
WITH QUIET CORNERS 
INSIDE AND OUT.



Go through to the kitchen/dining room. In keeping with 
the style of the house, this is generously supplied with 

fitted pine units and a large Raeburn range. There is plenty of 
room for a large dining table - so the space is suitable for the 
hustle and bustle of family life as well as entertaining - and 
two windows look over the south-facing courtyard, which 
is accessed by a stable door. Currently the dining area is 
carpeted, and the kitchen area has flagstones throughout.

COOKING AND 
DINING: CHARM AND 
PRACTICALITY.

At the eastern end of the kitchen a door leads through 
to a small inner hall. Watch out for the steps! On the 

right, the utility room; on the left, a separate w.c. and hand 
basin. Continue through to the next room, currently a private 
sitting room which could be an ideal snug or office. From here 
French windows lead outdoors via a wrought iron porch to a 
small brick patio and the garden.

A COSY SITTING ROOM 
WITH ACCESS TO THE 
GARDEN.



At the back of the sitting room is a staircase up to the 
Studio. Follow the stairs up to this large open space lit by 

skylights. The current owner, a garden designer, has used this as 
a working studio, so it would work well as a study or children’s 
playroom, or as an extra bedroom. This whole area could be 
adapted for a Granny flat or an Airbnb or for running a small 
business from, having the separate entrance into the garden.

A BRIGHT STUDIO, 
QUIETLY OUT OF 
THE WAY.

Returning to the ground floor lounge, follow the stairs up to 
the first floor. In front is the door to the family bathroom 

and to your right are two bedrooms and stairs continuing to the 
second floor. To your left is the master bedroom suite. 

The fine modern family bathroom is fully tiled on three walls 
and has a large keyhole shaped bath with shower; there’s a w.c. 
and large wash basin.  A window faces east over the courtyard.

A BRIGHT LANDING; 
ROOMS WITH COMFORT 
AND CHARM.



This is a lovely bedroom, with two windows overlooking 
the courtyard and garden; it is well appointed with 

wardrobes and cupboards. There is also access to the loft via 
a pull-down ladder. The ensuite has a shower, w.c. and wash 
basin. It’s fully tiled and there’s an airing cupboard too. 

Returning to the first floor landing, there are two bedrooms 
at the front of the house. On the left is a single, with 
polished wood flooring and, of course, a south facing 
window. To the right is a double bedroom, carpeted and 
currently papered in a Georgian stripe - a beautiful second 
bedroom or ideal for guests.

A LARGE MAIN BEDROOM 
SUITE, BEAUTIFULLY 
BRIGHT.



THE SECOND FLOOR, 
TWO DOUBLE BEDROOMS 
AND A SHOWER ROOM.

Continue upstairs to the second floor. Here are two 
double bedrooms, almost identically sized and sharing 

a shower room, with a large tiled shower, w.c. and wash basin. 
The landing and both bedrooms look over the front garden 
and, despite being at the top of the house, have full height 
ceilings and give a real sense of the character of the place. 
This is a substantial home today, and when it was first built it 
would surely have been an impressive building.  



The house and gardens complement each other perfectly. 
The more formal front garden suits the outside of the 

original house in tone and design, while behind mellow brick 
walls lies a really special cottage-style garden. 

Approached from two gateways - one with a flagstone path 
leading past a raised wildlife pond - the first part is the 
courtyard, which is a real suntrap even on chilly days. Box 
hedging and gravel line the stone flagged pathway leading to 
the larger garden.  This has been thoughtfully and carefully 
laid out to provide a balance of open lawn with space for 
children to play and quiet corners.  The secret garden has a 
brick trough with trickling water and room for a dining table, 
making it a great entertaining space. With fruit trees, shrubs 
and borders designed with a range of textures - there is colour 
here all the year, while still remaining practical to maintain. 

A PICTURE-BOOK 
COUNTRY GARDEN - 
IN A PICTURE BOOK 
COUNTRY TOWN.

There is a gravelled car parking area at the rear of the 
garden, with room for two or three cars. There’s a timber 

raised bed and also a workshop - a timber building of 3.7m x 
2.6m. It has windows down one side, double doors for easy 
access and a pitched roof. 

PLENTY OF PARKING 
AND A LARGE 
WORKSHOP.





OUT AND ABOUT

Hope House and Horsemarket are close to the centre 
of Caistor, but far enough from the market square to 

maintain a genuine sense of calm. The town has good local 
amenities and easy access to larger supermarkets in Market 
Rasen, and Brigg, both about 10 Miles away and in Grimsby, 
12 miles distant. At Brigg the A180 joins the M180 and the 
national motorway network. Humberside Airport is 8 miles 
away and Doncaster Airport 40 miles. There are railway 
stations at Scunthorpe, Grimsby and Lincoln; the mainline 
stations at Newark and Doncaster are about 40 miles away. The 
historic county town of Lincoln is 27 miles away, and the quiet 
east coast with its unspoilt beaches is half an hour’s drive.

Caistor is an old town, with ancient origins that pre-date 
the substantial Roman fort and settlement; fragments of the 
Roman walls still remain near the Church of St Peter and 
St Paul. The centre of the town is predominantly Georgian 
where a large fire in 1680 caused extensive damage, and 
it wasn’t until well into the eighteenth century that the 
‘new’ Caistor took on its present appearance. Most of the 
original town is a conservation area and there are many listed 
buildings. Hope House also lies within the conservation 
area, but is not listed. There are two secondary schools (The 
Grammar School dates from 1633) and a primary school in 
the town, with another in nearby Nettleton. The town has a 
long agricultural heritage and was once home to England’s 
largest sheep market. There are many local groups and plenty 
of opportunities to become involved in the local community.

The Viking Way passes through the centre of Caistor 
which is on the edge of the Lincolnshire Wolds, an Area of 
Outstanding Natural Beauty - a wonderful unspoilt area for 
walking amidst rolling countryside and chalk streams – one 
of Britain’s best kept secrets! 
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To view Hope House
Call: 01724 622031

Email: team@turnkeyestates.co.uk
Visit: www.turnkeyestates.co.uk

Presented by

15, Horsemarket, Caistor, Market Rasen, LN7 6UP


